Discipline is fairly lax in the fortified Roman camp of Totorum...

It's our relief, boys! It's our relief!

Open the gates! Open the gates!

Hey, centurion Scrofulus! It's them all right!

I am centurion Ignoramus! Ave!

Hi! I'm centurion Scrofulus... Ave! What a relief!

Not in uniform, centurion Scrofulus?

We hardly ever go out, so we don't bother to dress up.

Forward March!
I LIKE A NICE MARCH PAST, I DO!

A WORD OF ADVICE... TAKE IT EASY AND WAIT FOR YOUR RELIEF, AND IGNORE ANY PROVOCATION FROM THE LOCAL GAULS. THEY'RE CRAZY. THEY'RE ALSO INVINCIBLE.

I HAVE EVERY INTENTION OF BRINGING THOSE VERY GAULS TO HEEL! THAT WILL PLEASE JULIUS CAESAR... AND I DON'T WANT TO STAY A CENTURION MY WHOLE LIFE LONG!

SOUNDS LIKE YOUR WHOLE LIFE WON'T BE LONG... WELL, GET MOVING, LADS!

I THINK YOU'RE MAKING A MISTAKE, GENTLEMAN. PLEASE LISTEN TO ME...
WHAT'S BITTEN THEM?

"THIS IS GREAT! THIS IS GREAT!"

WHAT'S GREAT, ASTERIX?

HM?... OH, NOTHING... TEEHEEHEE!

WATCH OUT! HERE HE COMES!

WHAT'S BITTEN THEM?
...brand new, old chap! just this moment arrived!

watch out!

what's brand new? what's just arrived?

hmpf... well, not these fish, anyway!

asterix, what on earth is going on?

hmpf...

wherever i show up, people make off going "teeheehee." full automatix even passed remarks about unhygienix's fish, and instead of fighting they went "teeheehee!"

...them and their secrets! we don't care, do we, dogmatix?

we'll have our own secrets, so there!

teeheehee!

i think he suspects something. shall i go now?

yes, everything's ready.
MEN, WE ARE HERE TO STOP THE LOCAL INHABITANTS FLOUTING THE AUTHORITY OF ROME!

WE SHALL BRING THAT LITTLE GAULISH VILLAGE TO HEEL, AND WE'RE NOT STANDING FOR ANY NONSENSE!

FRIENDS, ROMANS, COUNTRYMEN, WE SHALL COVER OURSELVES WITH GLORY!

THERE'S A GAUL AT THE CAMP GATES, CENTURION, SIR!

AHA! MAYBE THEY SENSED THAT THINGS WERE GOING TO CHANGE... OPEN THE GATES!

WELL, GAUL? COME TO SURRENDER?

YAAAAAAAAAH!

MEN, CATCH THAT MIDGET! WE'LL MAKE AN EXAMPLE OF HIM!
YES, YES, WE WILL! THEY'RE ALL FOR YOU!

ALL FOR ME?

YES, YES, WE WILL! THEY'RE ALL FOR YOU!

OF COURSE, YOU GREAT GOOF! IT'S YOUR BIRTHDAY. WE'RE GIVING YOU THE NEW ROMANS FOR A PRESENT!

SO... SO THAT'S WHY YOU'VE ALL BEEN WHISPERING IN CORNERS AND GOING "TEEHEEHEE"!

THAT'S RIGHT! GO ON, OBELIX! YOUR PRESENT'S WAITING!

MEN, WE SHALL RAZE THE VILLAGE OF THESE INSOLENT GAULS TO THE GROUND! CHARGE! THERE AREN'T MANY OF THEM... IT'S A GIFT!

COME ON, DOGMA!
SUCH A LOVELY PRESENT... SO ELEGANT AND TASTEFUL... SO THOUGHTFUL OF YOU... I REALLY DON'T KNOW WHAT TO...

NOW, NOW, OBELEK, DON'T CRY! YOU'RE OVER SENSITIVE! COME ALONG, THERE'S A FEAST WAITING, WITH LOTS OF WILD BOAR!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY... HAPPY BIRTHDAY...

HE DIDN'T EVEN BLOW OUT THE CANDLES!

WELL, NOW WHAT, CENTURION?

NOW WE GO BACK TO CAMP, SEND WORD TO JULIUS CAESAR... AND WAIT FOR OUR RELIEF!
In Rome...

ONE MAN! ONE SOLITARY GAUL MANAGED TO DEFEAT AND DEMORALISE MY CRACK TROOPS!

WE COULD SEND THE ENTIRE ARMY...

YES, BUT WE MUSTN'T LEAVE OUR FRONTIERS UNGUARDED.

COME HERE, CAIUS PREPOSTERUS, JUST HOW WOULD YOU SET ABOUT WEAKENING THE GAULS, WITH THEIR MAGICAL STRENGTH?

LOOK AROUND YOU, O CAESAR!

THIS IS TOO MUCH! THESE GAULS MAKE ME LOOK RIDICULOUS. WE CAN'T GO ON LIKE THIS, BY JUPITER! WELL? I'M WAITING FOR SUGGESTIONS!

SUPPOSE WE SET UP A COMMISSION TO STUDY THE PROBLEM?

GOOD IDEA! WITH SUB-COMMITTEES TO CONSIDER THE VARIOUS ASPECTS...

LET'S HAVE A WORKING LUNCH TO DISCUSS IT...

GO ON! LET'S SEE WHAT THEY TAUGHT YOU AT THE LATIN SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS...

EASY, O CAESAR, GOLD, THE PROFIT MOTIVE...

...WILL ENFEEBLE THEM AND KEEP THEM BUSY, WE MUST CORRUPT THEM.

YOU THINK THAT WILL DO THE TRICK?

THEY ARE STRONG, SO WE MUST WEaken THEM, THEY HAVE NOTHING TO DO BUT FIGHT, SO WE MUST KEEP THEM BUSY SOME OTHER WAY...
THAT YOUNG KNOW-ALL HAS NO EXPERIENCE!

DON'T LISTEN TO HIM, O CAESAR. WHAT WE NEED IS A THINK TANK...

WE MUST OPPOSE FORCE WITH FORCE! REMEMBER OUR CAMPAIGNS, CAESAR? WE MADE THE WHOLE WORLD BOW BEFORE OUR LEGIONS!

I REMEMBER ALL RIGHT, LARCIUS. YOU WERE A BRAVE, ATHLETIC YOUNG TRIBUNE. YOU BROUGHT BACK A FORTUNE FROM OUR CAMPAIGNS... AND NOW LOOK AT YOU!

SEE WHAT ALL YOUR GOLD, YOUR VILLAS, YOUR ORGIES HAVE MADE OF YOU! YOU'RE DECADENT!

YOU, A THINK TANK? ALL YOU THINK OF IS TANKING UP?

YOU REALLY THINK YOU CAN TURN THOSE CRAZY GAULS INTO SOMETHING LIKE THEM?

YOU SHALL HAVE UNLIMITED CREDIT! GET TO WORK POSTERIOUS!

BUT I'LL NEED GOLD... LOTS OF GOLD!

YES, CAESAR!

MARK MY WORDS, THEY'LL SOON HAVE TOO MUCH ON THEIR MINDS TO GO FIGHTING!

LUNCHTIME?

Hmmph?
Several days later, in the camp of Totorum...

Yes, he's a fat man. Often goes for walks with a menhir on his back and a little dog at his heels...

You might well run into him in the forest... So watch out! Even the little dog is dangerous.

I'm off, you men, don't leave camp.

Not likely! We're not leaving till we're relieved.

Soon afterwards...

Picked up a scent? Let's have a look...

Oh, how beautiful! Just look what's behind you!

Behind me?

But there isn't anything behind me!

Yes, there is! That menhir!

Oh yes, I forgot... It's only a menhir.

Magnificent!
WHERE DID YOU FIND IT?
I DIDN'T FIND IT, I MADE IT. I MAKE MENHIRS AND THEN I DELIVER THEM.
DO YOU DELIVER MANY?
NO. ONCE PEOPLE HAVE ONE MENHIR THEY DON'T WANT ANY MORE. MENHIRS DON'T WEAR OUT VERY FAST.
HOW MUCH IS IT?
OH, I DON'T KNOW... I USUALLY SWAP THEM FOR SOMETHING

I'LL BUY IT! TWO HUNDRED SESTERTII!
YES! HAVING MONEY IS A GOOD THING. YOU CAN BUY ALL SORTS OF THINGS TO EAT... YOU'LL BE THE RICHEST MAN IN THE VILLAGE, AND THAT MEANS YOU'LL BE THE MOST INFLUENTIAL.

HERE YOU ARE.
IT'S A BIT HEAVY FOR ME... DELIVER IT TO THE CAMP OF TOTORUM.

THE CAMP OF TOTORUM?!
NOOOOO!
I'M NOT A LEGIONARY. I'M ONLY STAYING THERE! I'M A MENHIR BUYER... HERE, LET ME EXPLAIN.

A MENHIR BUYER AND A MENHIR DELIVERY MAN ARE JUST MADE TO DO BUSINESS...

LOOK AT THAT!
THE RELIEF?

NO! THE BIG FAT BRUTE!
WHERE ARE THEY ALL?

NEVER MIND. LEAVE YOUR MENHIR HERE, AND HERE'S YOUR 200 SESTERTIUS.

AND I'LL BUY ALL THE MENHIRS YOU CAN DELIVER!

WHAT IS IT?

THE END OF ALL OUR TROUBLES!

I WAS WAITING FOR YOU, OBEIX, COMING TO HUNT BOAR?

NO, AREN'T YOU WELL?

I'M PERFECTLY WELL! I'VE GOT WORK TO DO, I HAVE! I DON'T HAVE TIME TO FOOL AROUND!

WOOF, WOOF!

GO AND PLAY WITH ASTERIX, DOGMATIX. I'M BUSY.
WHAT A BEAUTY!
IT'S EVEN BETTER THAN THE FIRST ONE!

HERE'S FOUR HUNDRED SESTERTI!
NO, TWO HUNDRED.

PRICES ARE GOING UP.
WHERE TO?

NO, NO... IT'S BECAUSE OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND... THE STATE OF THE MARKET... WELL, IT'S ALL RATHER COMPLICATED, BUT IT LEADS TO GALLOPING INFLATION.

AND DON'T FORGET, I'LL BUY ALL THE MENHIRS YOU CAN MAKE.

ASTERIX!
YES?
I'M HUNGRY. DO YOU THINK...
WHEN YOU'RE NOT SO BUSY YOU CAN GO HUNTING BOAR AGAIN. THE FOREST'S FULL OF THEM.
OH, HOW BEAUTIFUL, ANALGESIX! JUST LOOK WHAT'S BEHIND YOU!

IT'S ONLY A BOAR!

I KNOW IT'S A BOAR, YOU FOOL. LET ME HAVE IT!

ARE YOU CRAZY?

HERE, YOU CAN USE THIS TO BUY THINGS, AND THEN YOU'LL BE THE SECOND RICHEST MAN IN THE VILLAGE.

AND I'LL BUY ALL YOU CAN DELIVER.

TOMORROW I'LL PAY YOU TWO HANDFULS OF COINS, BECAUSE PRICES ARE TROTTING THROUGH THE MARKET PLACE AND GETTING BLOWN UP IN THE AIR, AND IT'S ALL RATHER COMPLICATED.

DINNER TIME, ANALGESIX!

I CAN'T STOP! I'VE GOT WORK TO DO!
IT'S THE MENHIR DELIVERY MAN!

EIGHT HUNDRED SESTERTII.

YOU MEAN MORE PRICES HAVE BEEN CANTERING THROUGH THE MARKET PLACE SINCE YESTERDAY?

EH?... OH, YES, BUT THERE'S A SLIGHT PROBLEM. YOU'RE ONLY BRINGING ME ONE MENHIR AT A TIME, AND I NEED LOTS OF MENHIRS...

I CAN'T MAKE THEM ANY FASTER. I CAN ONLY MAKE ONE A DAY BECAUSE I FELL INTO THE CAULDRON OF MAGIC POTION AS A BABY...

WHAT A PITY...

IF YOU CAN'T INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY OF YOUR PRODUCTIVITY INFRASTRUCTURE, THE MARKET WILL FALL.

UH?

IF YOU NOT ABLE MAKE BIG HEAP MENHIRS, ME NOT ABLE PAY HEAP BIG SESTERTII, YOU SAVVY?

YOU SEE, IF THE INFRASTRUCTURE DOESN'T GALLOP FASTER THERE'LL BE HEADS OF SESTERTII FALLING IN THE MARKET.

UH?

YOU SAVVY?

TAP! TAP! TAP!
YOU MEAN YOU WON'T HELP?

AND DON'T FORGET ABOUT THOSE AIRBORNE PRICES ON THE TROT OVER THE MARKET PLACE, THAT'LL BE TWO HANDFULS.

HOW ABOUT HELPING ME MAKE MENHIRS?

IF YOU AND ME MAKE HEAP BIG MENHIRS, ME GIVE YOU BIG HEAP SESTERTI!

YOU SAVVY?

ME SAVVY BUT THEN WHO GO HUNT BIG HEAP BOARS?

I KNOW! WE'LL HIRE SOMEONE TO HUNT BOARS INSTEAD OF YOU!

TWO PEOPLE TO HUNT BOARS, BECAUSE THERE'LL BE TWO OF US MAKING MENIRS!

HERE'S THE BOAR!

YOU DON'T HELP?

THAT'LL BE TWO HANDS,

HOW ABOUT HELPING ME MAKE MENHIRS?

IF YOU AND ME MAKE HEAP BIG MENHIRS, ME GIVE YOU BIG HEAP SESTERTI!

YOU SAVVY?

ME SAVVY BUT THEN WHO GO HUNT BIG HEAP BOARS?

I KNOW! WE'LL HIRE SOMEONE TO HUNT BOARS INSTEAD OF YOU!

TWO PEOPLE TO HUNT BOARS, BECAUSE THERE'LL BE TWO OF US MAKING MENIRS!

MONOSYLLABIX! POLYSYLLABIX!
ME USED TO SUMS. ME LEARN MUNCH, MUCH THINGS IN BIG BUSINESS SCHOOL?

THIS BETTER, BUT STILL TOO FEW! YOU MAKE HEAP BIG HEAP MORE!

I DON'T GET YOUR STRATEGY: WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO WITH ALL THESE MENHIRS?

YOU NO BOTHER YOUR HEAD....

VENI, VIDI AND HEAP BIG VICI!

I RECKON YOU'VE BEEN OVERDOING IT...

PACIFIX! ATLANTIX! BALTIX! ADRIATIX!
YOU MUSTN'T WORRY ABOUT OBELIX. I KNOW HE'S ACTING STRANGELY AT THE MOMENT, BUT IT WILL PASS.

AND HERE'S THE VERY THING! COME ON!

YOU KNOW WHAT WE'RE GOING TO DO? WE'RE GOING TO HUNT A NICE BOAR AND INVITE OBELIX TO DINNER!

HANDS OFF! THAT'S MINE!

WHAT DO YOU MEAN, YOURS? BOARS ARE COMMON PROPERTY, SAME AS ROMANS!

ROMANS, YES, BUT NOT BOARS!

WE'RE HUNTING BOARS FOR OBELIX.

HEM PAY HEAR BIG HANDFULS FOR BOARS.

THAT'S RIGHT! WE'RE WORKING, AND YOU'RE DISTURBING US... SO GET LOST!

NO! NO! YOU CAN'T DO...

THAT!

SLONK!
WHAT HAPPENED, BY TOUTATIS?

LET'S HAVE A WORD WITH OBELIX!

BIG HEAP SKY FALL ON OUR HEADS!

OBELIX QUARRY CAUTION MENHIRS TURNING.

BUT WOULDN'T YOU RATHER HUNT BOAR AND HAVE FUN WITH YOUR FRIENDS, LIKE YOU USED TO?

OF COURSE, WHEN I'VE SOLD HEAPS OF MENHIRS I'LL BE ABLE TO HUNT BOAR AGAIN...

CERTAINLY NOT... THE MENHIR BUSINESS HAS NEVER HAD IT SO GOOD, I'M SETTING TO BE THE MOST INFLUENTIAL MAN IN THE VILLAGE.

AREN'T YOU NUTS, OR WHAT?

COME ON, DOGMATIX! THE MOST INFLUENTIAL MAN IN THE VILLAGE? RUH!

COME AND WORK FOR ME, ASTERIX, AND IN A FEW YEARS WE'LL BE OUCH!

DOGMATIX BIT ME!
DON'T THINK IT'S ANYTHING SERIOUS... BUT WHAT BOTHERS ME IS THIS SUDDEN PASSION THE ROMANS HAVE FOR MENHIRS...

NOT BAD GOING, BUT I MUST TALK TO YOU... I SUGGEST WE HAVE A WORKING LUNCH.

THAT'S LUCKY, SOMETHING SEEMS TO HAVE KEPT MY HUNTERS IN THE FOREST TODAY.
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GERIATRIX, DARLING! WOOLIX THE PEDLAR IS HERE!

STOP ARGUING! THE PEDLAR'S HERE, AND JUST FOR ONCE YOU CAN DROP ME OFF ON THE SHIELD!

BUT PEDIMENTA, DARLING, IT'S MY OFFICIAL SHIELD!

ROLL UP, ROLL UP! I'VE GOT SILK FROM LUGDUNUM, VELVET FROM SAMAROBRIIVA, HOUR GLASSES FROM HELVETIA...

THE WONDER WOOLIX

THE VERY LATEST THING FROM LUTETIA... QUITE INEXPENSIVE.

CAN I, GERIATRIX DEAR?

YES, YES, MY LOVE!

WELL, WHAT DO YOU THINK?

YES, IT'S VERY SLIMMING.

CAN I PAY IN FISH?

ALL RIGHT, THIS ISN'T THE TIME AND PLACE TO ARGUE!

I'LL BUY THE LOT!
YOU...YOU MEAN YOU WANT TO BUY MY ENTIRE STOCK?

YOUR STOCK, YOUR CART AND YOUR OXEN!

UH?

ME GIVE HEAP BIG MONEY, YOU SAVVY?

YES, ME SAVVY... I MEAN... BUT IF I SELL MY CART AND OXEN, HOW CAN I SUPPORT MY FAMILY? I'M THE ONLY BOARWINNER.

I WILL EMPLOY YOU. I SUGGEST WE HAVE A WORKING LUNCH.

YOU COME EAT HEAP BIG LUNCH, ME EXPLAIN IT ALL!

OF WOOLIX

EXCUSE ME...

THE BOSS THERE BOUGHT THE LOT.

WELL, DON'T YOU HAVE ANYTHING TO SAY?

UH?

YOU HEAP BIG DEAD LOSS!
BY JUPITER! LOOK AT THAT!

SPLENDID! WELL DONE! WE'LL GET DOWN TO BUSINESS. MENHIRS ARE GOING UP AGAIN.

BUT I HAVE TO UNLOAD MY MENHIRS...

NO, NO! THAT'S NO JOB FOR A CAPTAIN OF INDUSTRY.

UNLOAD THE MENHIRS, YOU LOT!

JOIN US, THEM SAY! IT HEAP BIG MAN'S LIFE, THEM SAY...

CRAAASH!

SOON AFTERWARDS...

HULLO, OBElixir!

I JUST WANTED TO CONGRATULATE YOU ON BECOMING THE MOST INFLUENTIAL MAN IN THE VILLAGE.

YOU DID? ER... WELL...

BY THE WAY... YOU COULDN'T DO SOMETHING FOR ME, COULDN'T YOU?

OF COURSE!

SPLendid MENHIRS, YOU SAVVY?
Busy doing what, my pet?

Obelix asked me to make him some clothes. He's going to pay handsomely...

Now that fat fool Obelix is making a pile with his megaliths, my wife's becoming a real sew-and-sew. I can't go on like this!

And she's never looked at anyone but me... it's incredible!

Yes, I've often thought so myself...

So what am I to do? Nothing, I'll try to talk to Obelix!

Supper ready, my love?

No, supper is not ready! Get it yourself, I'm busy!

I haven't a thing to wear! And since I can't count on you, I have to find some way to earn a bit of money!

Well, my wife is making eyes at your friend!

You just do that, or I shall make your fine friend eat my stick!
WHAT'S THE BIG JOKE?

JUST LOOK AT YOU, OBELIX!

NOT BAD, EH? YOU HAVE TO DRESS WELL WHEN YOU GET TO BE A BIG MAN IN MENHIRS.

SPEAKING OF MENHIRS, DON'T YOU THINK THE JOKE'S WEARING A BIT THIN?

LOOK, I'M IN A HURRY... IF YOU LIKE WE'LL HAVE A WORKING LUNCH SOME DAY.

OBELIX! OBELIX! NOTHING BUT OBELIX! I'M SICK OF OBELIX!

YOU MAY BE SICK OF OBELIX, BUT HE'S MR BIG AROUND HERE, HE MAY NOT BE BRINGING HOME BOARS, BUT HE'S BRINGING HOME THE BACON.

I CAN'T HELP IT IF THERE'S MORE DEMAND FOR MENHIRS THAN FISH JUST NOW, CAN I?

WHY NOT TRY MAKING MENHIRS?
THE THING IS, MENHIRS ARE HEAVIER THAN HERRINGS! NOW OBELEX IS STRONG....

OH, YOU DON'T NEED A DRUID'S DEGREE TO LEARN.

I'M FED TO THE BACK TEETH WITH OBELEX! IF I CAN CARRY A HERRING I CAN CARRY A MENHIR!

VERY WELL SAID, UNHYGIENIX!

WELL HAVE YOU BEEN TALKING TO YOUR FAT FOOL OF A FRIEND?

I'VE GOT A BETTER IDEA! YOU CAN FIGHT HIM WITH HIS OWN WEAPONS, YOU CAN MAKE MENHIRS!

MENHIRS!

THE FACT IS...

DON'T WORRY, I'LL SEE TO EVERYTHING!

OHG! THAT GLEAM IN YOUR EYE TELLS ME YOU HAVE AN IDEA!

YES, I HAVE! IF THE ROMANS WANT MENHIRS, WE'LL PROVIDE THEM!

WILL YOU LAY ON MAGIC POTION FOR EVERYONE WHO WANTS TO MAKE MENHIRS?

BY ALL MEANS! LET US PROMOTE THE GROWTH OF THE MENHIR INDUSTRY! OUR VILLAGE WILL BECOME THE BIGGEST MENHIR PRODUCTION CENTRE IN THE ENTIRE ANCIENT WORLD!

AND THE FUNNY THING IS, WE STILL DON'T KNOW WHAT MENHIRS ARE FOR!
WHAT'S THAT?

FUNNY QUESTION, COMING FROM YOU? IT'S A MENHIR.

YOU MEAN YOU'RE DELIVERING MENHIRS THESE DAYS?

WHY NOT? THEY'RE NO HEAVIER THAN HERRINGS.

WELL, REALLY!

WHERE'S FULLIAUTOMATIX?

OUT DELIVERING HIS MENHIRS.

FULLIAUTOMATIX

BEST MENHIRS IN THE VILLAGE

OUT OF THE WAY!

DELIVERING HIS...? BUT I'M THE ONE WHO...

GERIATRIX

SPECIALY MATURED MENHIRS

!?!
YES, INDEED! LET US HELP YOU UNLOAD THEM, VENERABLE OLD GENTLEMAN!

OLD? I'LL SHOW YOU IF I'M OLD, ROMAN!

WHERE DO I PUT THEM?

???

WATCH OUT! YOU LOT! HERE'S ANOTHER WEIRDO COMING!

THIS MENHIR BUSINESS IS STARTING TO GET ON MY NERVES!

IT STRIKES ME YOUR SENTRY'S MILITARY PARLANCE IS DETERIORATING.

YOU'VE GOT A NERVE! IT'S SINCE YOU ARRIVED MY MEN HAVE BEEN TALKING FUNNY...

...THEIR INTELLECTUAL LEVEL WAS NEVER ANYTHING GREAT, BUT STILL...

YOU'RE BUYING MENHIRS HERE, RIGHT?

WHERE DO I PUT THEM?

???

WATCH OUT! YOU LOT! HERE'S ANOTHER WEIRDO COMING!

THIS MENHIR BUSINESS IS STARTING TO GET ON MY NERVES!
Don't want them to get me anywhere. I've already told you, I came and conquered!

The Gauls are all using their magic powers to make Menhirs. Instead of thumping our Legionaries...

They have been defeated by the profit motive! Sold and hired living will weaken their moral fibre, don't you agree?

What are we going to do with this big heap of Menhirs?

But take a look at this!

Redde Caesar! Quae sunt Caesaris.

Uh?

Render unto Caesar heap big heap Menhirs that are Caesar's.

Don't speak to me like that! Your Menhirs are causing softening of the brain all round!

Caesar has paid for these Menhirs, so it's only right for me to deliver them. While I'm away, carry on buying Menhirs, and keep raising the price. Si vis pacem, buy Menhirs!
What does the chief want us for?

We'll soon see.

I asked you to come because it strikes me you're the last sane people left in this village...

They've all gone nuts! Half of them are hunting boar to feed the other half, who are making menhirs! What on earth is all this in aid of?

Don't worry, o' chief!

I'm not worried...

...I've known they were all nuts for ages, but now Impedimenta keeps telling me I ought to be making menhirs, too...

...I say she can't face her friends these days, their husbands are rolling in sestertii...

Don't worry, o' chief!

...I've known they were all nuts for ages, but now Impedimenta keeps telling me I ought to be making menhirs, too...

...I say she can't face her friends these days, their husbands are rolling in sestertii...

Don't worry, o' chief!

The Romans' troubles aren't over. They'll find us and our menhirs tough nuts to crack.

Hohoho! Hohoho!

Wafe! Wafe! Wafe!
IN JULIUS CAESAR'S PALACE IN ROME...

AND JUST WHAT AM I SUPPOSED TO DO WITH ALL THESE MENHIRS?

OLDER MAN, MAKE THE CLASSICAL REMARKS AROUND HERE, ALBE JACTA EST AND ALL THAT, AND WHAT'S MORE, YOU HAVEN'T ANSWERED MY QUESTION! WHAT AM I SUPPOSED TO DO WITH ALL THESE MENHIRS?

SELL THEM, O CAESAR.

THAT'S RIGHT. THAT WAY, YOU NOT ONLY RECOVER YOUR EXPENSES, YOU MAKE A PROFIT TOO.

BUT WHO'D WANT MENHIRS? THEY'RE NO GOOD FOR ANYTHING!

PRECISELY! WE MUST DRAW UP A PLAN OF CAMPAIGN, DECIDE ON OUR STRATEGY, SET OUR SIGHTS ON THE RIGHT TARGET.

CAMPAIGN? STRATEGY? TARGET? THAT'S THE KIND OF THING I LIKE TO HEAR! I'LL GIVE ORDERS FOR THE LEGIONS TO PREPARE FOR BATTLE!

NO, NO! LET ME EXPLAIN...

BUT CAESAR, THOSE MENHIRS ARE THE PROOF OF MY SUCCESS! THE GAULS ARE TOO BUSY MAKING MENHIRS TO FIGHT, SO...

MAYBE, BUT YOU'RE DRAINING MY TREASURY TO KEEP A FEW MADMEN BUSY!

PEACE IS BEYOND ALL PRICE... SI VIS PACEM...
The following passage will be difficult for those of you unacquainted with the ancient business world to understand, especially as, these days, such a state of affairs could never exist, since no one would dream of trying to sell something utterly useless...

At this present moment in time the demand for menhirs is virtually nil. Therefore we must be creative... find how to appeal to the potential consumer...

Let us study those factors which will allow us to home in on our target...

People will buy: A: Something useful; B: Something comfortable; C: Something that's fun; D: Something to make the neighbours envious. We have to aim for D!

A campaign centred on a carefully defined area should allow us to make rapid contact with a large body of consumers able to absorb our stocks at maximum speed...

Instant recognition of the product will be obtained by intensive repetition of the qualities of the aforesaid product...

...which may be defined as follows: A: Durability; B: Solidity; C: Other qualities.

Thus I make no rash promises when I say that we should succeed in obtaining positive results, saleswise, at no very distant date.

Me think you able sell heap big heap menhirs plenty quick.
A few days later, on every wall in Rome...

Your dearest wish... A menhir.

It's big, it's beautiful, it's a menhir. On sale in all the best temples, baths and forums.

Do you own a menhir?

And now, folks, as we wait for the next act, there will be a short interlude...

It's the right one, it's not the light one, it's a menhir...

And the results of the publicity campaign are not long coming in...

It's a knockout! Menhirs are selling like hot cakes!

You know, incongruous and his wife next door bought a menhir. They're very pleased with it!
I've had some more ideas, Caesar!

Togas!

Sundials!

Jewellery!

And this do-it-yourself menhir kit!

We have peace with the Gauls, and thanks to them we're going to make a real killing too!

By Jupiter, I'm pleased with you!

We ought to make menhirs in something less durable. Built-in lack of obsolescence isn't good for business and.

Caesar!

This has been stuck up all over Rome!

Someone go and find this Meretricius!

Genuine Roman menhirs cheaper than imported varieties

Buy Roman

Meretricius. Menhir maker.
WHAT'S THE BIG IDEA, MERETRICIUS? SINCE WHEN HAVE ROMANS BEEN MANUFACTURING MENHIRS?

SINCE PEOPLE STARTED BUYING THEM, O CAESAR.

WELL, I FORBID YOU TO SELL ANY MORE MENHIRS!

I REPRESENT THE ENTIRE ROMAN MENHIR INDUSTRY, AND I CANNOT COUNTENANCE AN EDICT WHICH ENDANGERS THE JOBS OF SO MANY WORKERS!

BUT THE WORKERS ARE SLAVES!

EXACTLY! THE RIGHT TO WORK IS THE ONLY RIGHT A SLAVE HAS. HE MUST NOT BE DEPRIVED OF IT!

IF YOU GO ON CIRCULATING MENHIRS YOU'LL FIND YOURSELF IN THE CIRCUS!

RIGHT. YOU LEAVE ME NO ALTERNATIVE.

NEXT DAY, ON THE APPIAN WAY...

JOBS FOR THE SLAVES

BAN THE GAULISH MENHIR
THE ROMAN MANUFACTURERS DO HAVE THEIR FINGER ON THE PULSE OF PUBLIC OPINION... O CAESAR, I THINK YOU'LL HAVE TO LIFT YOUR BAN...

YOU BET I WILL. I'M NOT RISKING A CIVIL WAR JUST FOR YOUR STUPID MENHIRS!

ONLY WE'RE GOING TO HAVE TROUBLE UNLOADING THOSE GAULISH MENHIRS...

WE MUST TAKE THE OFFENSIVE...

SUMMON MY LEGIONS!

BIGGER, BETTER, CHEAPER! THE SUPER DE LUXE ROMAN MENHIR

HAVE YOU TRIED AN EGYPTIAN MENHIR

CUT PRICE GAULISH MENHIRS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

TWO ROMAN MENHIRS AT THE PRICE OF ONE

FREE GIFT OF TWO SLAVES WITH EVERY GAULISH MENHIR

PRICES ARE FALLING! THE EGYPTIANS, GREEKS AND PHOENICIANS ARE FLOODING THE MARKET WITH THEIR MENHIRS!

SURE ENOUGH...

I THOUGHT MENHIRS WERE FLOATING THESE DAYS...

MAYBE THEY WERE, BUT THEY'RE GOING DOWN NOW.

UT, NON ABSURD! I TOLD YOU THE LOOT WOULD BE TOO HEAVY FOR OUR SHIP!
IN ROME, THE BOTTOM IS DROPPING OUT OF THE MENHIR MARKET.

FREE GIFT OF 11 BLUE SHIELD MENHIRS WITH EVERY SLAVE PURCHASED.

YES?

WELL, IT'S LIKE THIS, O CAESAR...

I WANTED TO KEEP THE PEACE IN GAUL, SO BEFORE I LEFT I GAVE ORDERS FOR THEM TO GO ON BUYING MENHIRS... AND RAISING THE PRICE.

WHAT? YOU KNOW THE STATE OF MY FINANCES? AND YOU SAID WE'D MAKE A KILLING! GET BACK TO GAUL AND STOP IT!!!

ER... YOU WOULDN'T LIKE TO SEND SOMEONE ELSE, WOULD YOU? I HAVE A FRIEND WHO WAS AT BUSINESS SCHOOL WITH ME... HE...

YOU'RE GOING YOURSELF, YOU IDIOT! IT'S YOUR FAULT I NEARLY HAD A CIVIL WAR ON MY HANDS! ROME MIGHT HAVE BEEN RUINED! EVEN BRUTUS HAS BEEN GIVING ME NASTY LOOKS!

ANYWAY, IF YOU DON'T GO I'LL HAVE YOU THROWN TO THE LIONS!!

PEOPLE DON'T EVEN WANT THEM AS A GIFT... WELL, THAT'S TOO BAD! I'VE LOST A FORTUNE, BUT LET'S FORGET IT...

THE THING IS...

BUT... BUT THEY'LL KILL ME!

THAT PARTICULAR KILLING WOULDN'T WORRY ME!
BUT THE WORLD MENHIR CRISIS HAS NOT YET AFFECTED THE GAULISH VILLAGE...

ASTERIX! DOGMA!

LISTEN... CAN I GO HUNTING BOARS WITH YOU?

WHAT, AN INFLUENTIAL MAN LIKE YOU? DON'T YOU HAVE A CONFERENCE? DON'T YOU HAVE A BUSINESS LUNCH?

PLEASE DON'T LAUGH AT ME. I KNOW I'VE BEEN SILLY. I'M BORED, AND I'VE HAD ENOUGH! EVERYONE HAS LOTS OF SESTERTII NOW! EVERYONE'S THE MOST INFLUENTIAL MAN IN THE VILLAGE!

I WANT TO BE FRIENDS AGAIN! I WANT TO HUNT BOAR! I WANT TO HAVE FUN... BOOOO!

WERE YOU THINKING OF HUNTING BOARS IN THAT GET-UP?

SNIFF... HMPH?

I'LL BE RIGHT BACK!

TEEEHEE!
Hey, what do you know? Old Preposterus is back!

Ave, Preposterus! I carried out your orders; we have vast stocks of menhirs...

And I hope you've brought plenty of sestertii, because...

Watch out, you lot, here comes another clown!

No, take them away!

What? I'm not buying any more menhirs.

But what am I going to do with them? Suppose I let you have them cheap?

Noooo! Get out!

Well, honestly!

I don't know that I understand your new strategy...

There isn't any strategy. We're not buying any more menhirs, that's all!

Right! I'll be off, Ave!

Oh no, you won't! You're staying here until I fully understand the situation!
UNHYGIENIX
FRESH MENHIRS

THEY'RE NOT BUYING ANY
MORE MENHIRS!!!

YOU MEAN THEY'RE NOT BUYING ANY
MORE OF YOUR MENHIRS?

AND WHY MY MENHIRS, MAY I ASK?

BECAUSE MY MENHIRS
DON'T STINK OF ROTTEN FISH,
THAT'S WHY... ANYWAY, I'M
OFF TO DELIVER THEM.
YOU'LL SOON SEE IF THEY'RE BUYING
MENHIRS OR NOT!

WHAT'S GOING ON?

OH, NOTHING.

READY?

YOU BET!

OFF WE GO, THEN!
WITH ALL THESE
HUNTERS IN THE
FOREST NOWADAYS
WE HAVE TO GO
QUITE A WAY TO
FIND BOARS!

A LITTLE LATER...

FULLIAUTOMATIX
TODAY'S MENHIRS

THEY DON'T EVEN WANT MINE
ANY MORE!!!
"That Roman told me he never wanted to see another menhir in his life!"

"But... but... what's to become of me? How am I going to pay all the people working for me?"

"I'm glad to hear it. Now I'll be able to get my shieldbearers back!"

"Look!"

"Obelix has stopped making menhirs! So he knew the Romans wouldn't be buying any more... and he didn't warn us!"

"And it's all his fault we started making menhirs in the first place!"

"He's a traitor! It's all his doing! We ought to teach him a lesson!"

"Hold this, will you, Asterix? With pleasure."

"Come on, Dogmatix! Grrroooar!"
MOW

NICE TO SEE THE VILLAGE RETURN TO ITS GOOD OLD WAYS!

YES, THERE'S NOTHING LIKE THE DAILY ROUND.

RETURN TO THE COMMON TASK...

YOU DID VERY WELL. I'M PLEASED WITH YOU.

WAIT A MINUTE. LET'S TIE THIS UP!

STOP, EVERYBODY!
LISTEN TO ME!

SORRY TO DISTURB YOU, BUT WHY DON'T WE PAY A LITTLE CALL ON THE ROMANS INSTEAD OF FIGHTING EACH OTHER? AFTER ALL, THEY STARTED THE WHOLE THING!

YEAH!
HE'S RIGHT!

I WANT TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR LOVELY BIRTHDAY PRESENT, SO THIS TIME THE ROMANS ARE ON ME!

HOW ABOUT IT, O CHIEF VITALSTATISTIX?

LET'S GET THEM, BY TOUTATIS!
I still don't get it... just tell me how the Gauls are going to react now you're not buying any more of their menhirs...

Because before you came along, playing the fool, we were waiting quietly for our relief. We were!

I've completed my mission! Let me go!

Watch out, mates! Here come the...

POC!

The Gaul... The Gaul...
They've finished their attacks! Relief here, is it?

Dunno, but we should be due for a tax relief all right after this...

Heap big whizz-kid, eh? You savvy?

All our friends are rolling in sestertii! ... what will they do with them?

Not much...

Here there's a grave financial crisis in Rome, though I don't know what caused it, anyway. They've devalued the sestertius.

Big heap menhir makers Stony broke!

But all such complicated problems melt away under the stars, like snow melting in the sun and the Gauls celebrate the re-establishment of their friendship with a quiet mind...